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The reserch of note written to the Yamato-Monogatari 〔大和物語〕 which I have
A study of Murakami Haruki’s “The last lawn of the afternoon” in Magazine TAKARAJIMA-Narrative 
Differnces and Creation From the late 1970s to the early 1980s
   
The transition of the word “KIMI (you)” used in popular songs and J・POP　
―The birth of a song where a woman calls a man “KIMI (you)”―
A Study on “Shi - Wei” Qi 
A study of “Deer” in “Shi-Jing”
About a journal（遊記） in the diary format in Hangzhou（杭州） of Ming（明） Dynasty
The Study of relationship between Psychotherapy and Shamanism
Author activity and library management ―In the case of Hatoju Muku―
The Current Usage of Adverb “Nan-nara”: which does not necessarily mean proposal
Didiscovery of The Peninsula
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